


Here are some butterflies which can be seen in Spring...
Some are common and widespread, others harder to find....some hibernate as adults, while others
overwinter as caterpillars

Orange Tip Speckled Wood

Peacock Small Tortoiseshell

Brimstone

Green Hairstreak

Holly Blue

Duke of Burgundy
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MESSAGE FROM OUR BRANCH CHAIRMAN..........
Welcome to our Spring 2019 newsletter. As I write this in late February the UK has had
some of its highest Winter temperatures ever recorded with early sightings of Peacock,
Small Tortoiseshell and Brimstone butterflies......let us hope this is a good precursor to a
great butterfly year!
Spring is a time of optimism but this year there is real concern that the extreme weather of
2018....first the ‘Beast from the East’ and then the heat and drought of May and
June.....could have left a legacy of harm to some of our rarer species. It seems almost
counter-intuitive to suggest the weather was at times ‘too good’ for butterflies yet eggs
and pupae can desiccate, caterpillars can starve on a diet of shrivelled vegetation and
adults find that egg laying sites are no longer suitable.

Depending on the species and the time of year some butterflies and moths may benefit
but rare ‘niche’ species like the High Brown and Pearl-bordered Fritillaries find it difficult to
adapt to rapid change. With regard to Duke of Burgundy there is a good news article in this
issue, however the High Brown Fritillary had its worst year ever and is close to extinction
across the R. Kent in North Lancashire. Elsewhere, low numbers were recorded on

Hampsfell, Whitbarrow, Holme Park Fell and in
the Winster and Rusland valleys. The reasons
for this decline are not just climatic but this is a
key factor.
In this issue you will find details of all our
Spring/Summer guided walks.....do come and
join us as we visit some of the most beautiful
and wildlife rich locations in Cumbria. You will
also find details of our PREMIER EVENT of the

year....our OPEN DAY and AGM at the wonderful BLACKWOOD FARM near KESWICK on
SATURDAY 8th JUNE. Members, friends and family welcome. The conference at Lancaster
University on ‘Pathways to Butterfly Conservation’ on 23rd March will be reported on later
but to date we have 150 booked to attend what should be an excellent conference.
Thanks to Mark Eastlick, our web-master, we have a superb ‘sightings facility’.

As reported in the last issue, if we have your email address this newsletter will come to
you as an electronic copy only, unless you have specifically asked our newsletter editor,
Karen McLellan, to send you a hard copy. Equally, if you receive a hard copy but would be
happy to receive electronic copies in future, please let Karen know your email address. All
are welcome to choose, however most members have chosen paperless...... this will save
£hundreds per year in printing and postage that we can spend on our very full
conservation programme. Finally ‘congratulations’ to Karen on the wonderful job she is
doing as our editor.....it was always a ‘tough ask’ to follow in Steve’s footsteps but she has
done it brilliantly and we are all very grateful.

Chris Winnick
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CUMBRIA BUTTERFLY CONSERVATION’S OPEN DAY and AGM at BLACKWOOD
FARM, BRAITHWAITE, SATURDAY 8TH JUNE

This year’s OPEN DAY and AGMwill return to this
wonderful Marsh Fritillary site......the best in NW
England. This working beef farm just two miles west
of Keswick is also home to a good colony of Small
Pearl-bordered fritillary and the rare day flying
Forester Moth.....along with damp-loving wild
flowers, birds and other invertebrates. We will
spend the morning in the purpose built
‘conservation centre’ and then have a guided walk
around the site in the afternoon. The programme

[subject to confirmation] will be....
10.45-11.30........An illustrated talk on the
butterflies of NW Cumbria by Steve Doyle.

11.45- 12.15.......An illustrated talk on the
Scotch Argus of Cumbria by Lucy Gunson.

12.15- 13.00.......Brief AGM and
opportunity to ask questions of the branch
committee.

13.00-13.30........Lunch. [Bring own
refreshments.....drinks and toilets on site]

13.30-15.00........Guided walk to see MF, SPBF, FM and other rare flora and fauna.

WE RECOMMEND.....On the A66[T] heading west look out for the single storey
conservation building on the right[1/2 mile beyond the left turn to Braithwaite] and slow
down on this fast road as there is no central lane for turning right. Park [car share if
possible] just inside the metal gate adjacent to the building. Note if the weather dictates
we may ‘flip’ the AM and PM programme by walking around the farm first.....but either
way bring boots AND wellingtons as it may be very wet underfoot! This is our PREMIER
EVENT of the year....if you have been before you will want to return!

Chris Winnick

ED. NOTE.....I have heard on the ‘grapevine’ that Chris Winnick is running a 3 day course on
Butterflies, Moths and the Countryside’ at HIGHAM HALL [near Cockermouth] just a few
days before our OPEN Day and plans to include a visit to BLACKWOOD FARM as part of the
programme......I suggest you contact Chris or see the Higham Hall web-site for details!
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Butterfly Conservation Cumbria Branch, Summer 2019 Field Trips and Events

We will be supporting the national Big Butterfly Count (Friday 19 July to Sunday 11 August
2019) by encouraging butterfly walk participants to take part. All you need do is record one
or more times during this period for 15 minutes in your own garden, a local park, nature
reserve etc, then submit the records online. Our walk leaders will bring survey forms, but
full details available at www.bigbutterflycount.org/

Outdoor Events - general advice and information: For all outdoor events participants should bring
suitable outdoor clothing, waterproofs and boots or similar. Bring a packed lunch for whole day events,
and sun cream and plenty of water in hot weather. General safety advice will be given before all our
events but we ask all who attend to take personal responsibility for their own safety and possessions, and
to pay special regard to trip hazards and the likely presence of ticks. Before starting, please advise walk
leader of any medical or other conditions which could lead to you being unable to complete the walk. If
you require further information or wish to check whether an event has been postponed or cancelled due
to poor weather, please contact the walk leader before setting out.
Outline directions only below. Please see the Branch web site,
www.butterfly-conservation.org/in-your-area/cumbria-branch and scroll down to Events where more
precise directions are shown. Alternatively, print the directions from your home using our direction tool
(using the directions tab on the main navigation menu on the sightings page,
www.cumbria-butterflies.org.uk/sightings ). Post codes are given for satellite navigation but these are
only a guide in rural areas.

Lancaster University / Butterfly Conservation Conference – “Pathways to Butterfly
Conservation in North-west England” - At Lancaster University, Saturday 23 March; 0900
for 0930 start–1645. Numerous presentations including by the Chair of BC, Dr Jim Asher,
and up to ten students who will present their research findings. Free event but book by
contacting Chris Winnick on chriswinnick@tiscali.co.uk. Full details on Cumbria Branch
website.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Butterflies at Ormsgill Slag Banks, Barrow-in-Furness, plus optional visit to North Walney
- Sunday 26 May 1030-1330 with option to 1600.
Target Species at Ormsgill: Dingy Skipper, Common Blue, Small Blue. And at North Walney:
Spring butterflies and wild flowers.
Directions: Parking area by slag banks just off A590T at SD192712, satnav LA14 4QZ
Contact: Chris Winnick 01539 728254
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Butterflies of Warton Crag and Gait Barrows - Thursday 30 May 1000–1400
Joint event: Butterfly Conservation Cumbria & Lancashire Branches.
Target species: Pearl-bordered and early Small Pearl-bordered Fritillaries; Dingy Skipper;
Green Hairstreak; Small Heath, and other Spring species.
Directions: Meet at Warton Quarry car park SD491723, satnav LA5 9NE
Contact: Chris Winnick 01539 728254

http://www.bigbutterflycount.org/
http://www.cumbria-butterflies.org.uk/sightings/
mailto:chriswinnick@tiscali.co.uk
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Marsh Fritillaries at Finglandrigg Wood NNR plus optional afternoon visit to the coast -
Friday 31 May from 1030-1330 with option to 1530.
Target species at coast: Small Blue; Wall; Dingy Skipper; Common Blue; early Large Skipper.
Directions: West of Carlisle on B5307 through villages of Thurstonfield / Kirkbampton.
Haverlands car park is a further 1.5 miles west on the left NY284572, satnav CA5 6JD
Contact: Steve Doyle 01228 544059
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Mountain Ringlets at Irton Fell Saturday 1 June 1045-1500
A gentle climb to see Mountain Ringlets at their lowest altitude site in Lakeland, plus
possibility of Argent & Sable moths. Possible extension to Whin Rigg summit. Contact
leader first if weather bad or doubtful.
Directions: Meet at car park at NY121012, satnav CA19 1XA, on Eskdale Green to Santon
Bridge road.
Contact: Martin Tordoff 01539 735935, 07981 348148, or Peter Boardman 017683 42079
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
The Butterflies of Whitbarrow, Farrer’s Allotment plus optional afternoon visit to Gill
Birks, Friday 7June 1000–1400/1600
Target species: Pearl-bordered and Small Pearl-bordered Fritillaries, with Duke of Burgundy
at adjacent Gillbirks site.
Directions: Park at Johnscales Farm SD462867, satnav LA8 8DG
Contact: Chris Winnick 01539 728254
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Butterfly Conservation Cumbria Branch Open Day and AGM at Blackwood Farm,
Braithwaite - Saturday 8 June 1000 to 1500 (approx). This is our MAIN EVENT OF THE YEAR.
There will be moths to study and photograph from overnight traps, and an indoor morning
programme of talks followed by a brief AGM. After lunch we take a guided walk round this
wonderful site, with target species: Marsh Fritillary; Small Pearl-bordered Fritillary; Forester
Moth. All welcome, including non-members. Any major changes will appear on our
website:
www.butterfly-conservation.org/in-your-area/cumbria-branch and scroll down to Events.
Directions: On east side of A66T, grid ref: NY232248, satnav CA12 5RZ
Contacts: Chris Winnick 01539 728254 / Martin Tordoff 01539 735935
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Yewbarrow – Tuesday 2 July 1015-1600
Target species; Fritillaries, Common Blue, Grayling, and explore the newly created rides
and glades in the woodland.
Directions: Meet at The Kennels SD436859, satnav LA11 6SD, next to Witherslack Hall
(now Oversands School). Leaders Martin Chadwick, Dave Wainwright.
Contact:Martin Chadwick 015395 32553 or 07722571327 on the day
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Butterflies and Wildlife Management at Hutton Roof Crags Nature Reserve – Thursday 4
July 1030-1600 (approx). Joint with Cumbria Wildlife Trust
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Target species: High Brown, Dark Green, and possibly late Small Pearl-bordered Fritillaries,
Common Blue, Grayling, plus a chance to learn about the management that’s done to
protect these species. A walk of around 6km over moderately difficult terrain.
Directions: Meet at south end of Hutton Roof village SD570780, satnav LA6 2QL
Leaders: AndrewWalter, Chris Winnick. Contact: Chris Winnick 01539 728254
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
The Butterflies of Hampsfell / Hampsfield Allotment – Friday 5 July 1100-1430
Includes locations on Bishop’s / Hampsfell Allotments, and visits to newt pond. Target
species: High Brown and Dark Green Fritillaries
Directions: Meet at Hampsfield Farm SD405786, satnav LA11 6LY, (car-sharing if possible),
or on Green Lane verges at SD391805, satnav LA11 6HL, for public FP to start point at
SD398808.
Contact: David Jackson 015395 33322
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Butterflies of White Scar and Farrer’s Allotment – Monday 8 July 1000 to 1500
Joint event, Butterfly Conservation Cumbria and Lancashire Branches
Target species: Dark Green and High Brown Fritillaries, Wall, Grayling and other Summer
spp
Directions: Park at SD460853, satnav LA8 8EU, just beyond Raven’s Lodge Farm off A590T
Contact: Chris Winnick 01539 728254
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Butterfly Conservation Lancashire Branch Members’ Day – Sunday 14 July 0930 – 1300 at
RSPB Leighton Moss, followed by guided walk around Arnside Knott from 1400. BC
Cumbria Branch members are welcome but should book first with Chris on
chriswinnick@tiscali.co.uk
Directions: Leighton Moss: SD478750, satnav LA5 0SW, then Arnside Knott NT car park at
SD449773, satnav LA5 0BP
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Butterflies of Witherslack Woodlands and Howe Ridding Wood - Sunday 21 July
1000-1400. Joint with Cumbria Wildlife Trust
Target species: Silver-washed, High Brown and Dark Green Fritillaries, Common Blue and
possibly Northern Brown Argus.
Directions: Meet at The Kennels SD436859, satnav LA11 6SD, next to Witherslack Hall (now
Oversands School).
Contact: Chris Winnick 01539 728254
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Butterflies of White Scar and Farrer’s Allotment – Saturday 27 July 1000-1500
Joint event, Butterfly Conservation Cumbria and Arnside Natural History Society
Target species include Dark Green and High Brown Fritillaries, Wall, Grayling and other
Summer species – if good weather we can expect to see over 20 butterfly species.
Directions: Park at SD460853, satnav LA8 8EU, just beyond Raven’s Lodge Farm off A590T
Contact: Chris Winnick 01539 728254

mailto:chriswinnick@tiscali.co.uk
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Butterfly Identification & Recording Training Day Sun 28th July
For details of this NEW event see p30
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
The Butterflies of Capes Head and Old Park Wood – Monday 5 August 1300-1600.
Joint with Grange Natural History Society
Target species: Silver-washed Fritillary, Purple Hairstreak, Wall Brown.
Directions: Old Park Wood car park at SD336787, satnav LA11 7PP (not very reliable). Car
share please as spaces limited
Contact:Martin Chadwick 015395 32553 or 07722 571327 on the day
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Butterflies and Grasslands of Kendal Fell – Tuesday 6 August 1000–1400
Joint event, Butterfly Conservation Cumbria and Kendal Natural history Society
Target species – late Summer butterflies and the recently discovered colony of Scotch
Argus. Plus wonderful views and Summer flowers
Directions: Park around SD507924, satnav LA9 5DU, and meet at the Old Lime Kiln (top of
Greenside / Beast Banks on the Crosthwaite road
Contact: Chris Winnick 01539 728254
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Butterflies and Wildlife Management at Smardale Gill Nature Reserve – Tuesday 13
August 1000–1500. Joint with Cumbria Wildlife Trust
Target species Scotch Argus plus hopefully another dozen common species.
Directions: Use the new car park at NY741082, satnav CA17 4HG
Contact: Peter Boardman 017683 42079
Note - if you would like to visit Smardale but can’t make the above date there will be a
prior opportunity to do so on Sunday 11 August’s Arnside Natural History Society event
(this walk to start from parking area at NY701056, satnav CA17 4NY, on Newbiggin to Great
Asby road). Please contact chriswinnick@tiscali.co.uk for more information
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Green-Veined White….Not the Gardener’s Enemy!
Our cover star this time is the common but none the less beautiful GVW, first described in
1634 and as usual given a variety of names, but
should never be called a Cabbage White, as its
larvae feed primarily on Lady’s Smock (or Cuckoo
Flower) and Garlic Mustard rather than cultivated
brassicas.
It can be difficult to distinguish from other Whites
but a glimpse at the underside of the wings will
give a definite ID. Found throughout the British
Isles except for Shetland! Especially in damper
places and flying as early as April.

Karen Mclellan

mailto:chriswinnick@tiscali.co.uk
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Cumbrian Marsh Fritillaries 2018

The success of our Project is now well established and recognised as one of, if not the most
successful insect re-establishments ever in the UK or elsewhere for that matter. The good
thing also is that our Project has virtually been run on a ‘shoe string’ mainly by volunteer
effort. That is a huge effort by all our volunteers who help with such things as larval web

counting each August.
There are now 18 colonies established in the
wild. You can reasonably call it a greater
number than 18 if you count the larger
colonies as sub-colonies within each, such as
over a wide area near Keswick where there
are in fact four sub-colonies now connected
to each other. A similar pattern has emerged
in Ennerdale where an Introduced colony
has spread down a natural connectivity
channel and connected to and established a

further site. That was part of our master plan which was to Reintroduce to 4 key areas but
within those areas (or metapopulations as we call them) we identified and managed other
nearby habitat areas to allow for self-colonisation or assisted Introduction through captive
breeding. So from 4 Reintroduction sites we are now up to 18 established colonies (or 21
whichever way you look at it) by a mixture of self-colonisation and assisted Introduction to
managed sites.
On our 4 original Reintroduction sites we now have 13th generation larvae about to emerge
on site in 2019 and 10th generation on several more sites which were Introduced in 2007.
The others have as I say self-colonised from Introduced colonies or have been Introduced
from captive bred stock.
WHERE NOW?
There is a good case for just letting the species ‘get on with it’ by itself now and to let
farmers carry on farming as comes naturally and that’s our intention long term. Most of

the farmers we work with know by
now exactly what is required and they
work within a set of rules (HLS
Agreements) set out by Natural
England and following consultation
with ourselves. However we still need
to ‘police’ activities to ensure a
smooth way forward and by
interfering as little as possible and to
identify a problem early door if such a
thing arises.
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We also intend to carry on but scale down our captive breeding activities. Carrying on is
the wise thing to do so that stock is always available in the event of a site crash or a new
site becoming available and in the latter respect there is at least one such place. In the
event that captive stock is not used it will be put back into the wild where it came from or
on another established colony to strengthen the gene pool there.
HOW DID IT GO IN 2018?
Good question. Year 2018 was a very challenging year climatically. It was a long Winter
which meant hibernating larvae were late with their Spring emergence. That in turn meant
they were at least 3 weeks behind
schedule but still had to go through at
least 3 instars (shedding of skin to
grow onwards), then pupate all to
emerge as adult butterflies in late
May. It was a big ask and could have
been a disaster. But, the weather
intervened again and we had an
amazing hot spell which lasted several
weeks during which the larvae caught
up with themselves and amazingly
emerged on time – phew!

But that wasn’t the end of it. The hot weather carried on into a superb flight season but
the egg laying foodplants started to dry up and become unsuitable. Some laid eggs died or
some hatching out larvae starved. Web counting planned for August each year became
uncertain. Those sites counted early were OK but those counted later were over and
disappeared as bad weather set in. The result was that several sites had web counts which
were considerably lower than 2017 simply due to adverse or unusual weather conditions.
Fortunately, our flagship site in Ennerdale was one of the first to be done and although the

result there was not as good as 2017 that
was not a climatic catastrophe, it was a
management issue which is being addressed.
Other sites done early did as well or better
than in 2017.

In total over our 18 colonies we had 2,439
larval webs compared to 3,244 in 2017 and
3,252 in 2016 but taking into account the
lateness of several sites web counts and
climatic conditions overall it was a very

acceptable year. We now move into 2019 with some optimism, and a few nerves perhaps?

Steve Doyle
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Know your plants …… Goldenrod
…… Solidago virgaurea and its associated moths

The key to finding many of our local species is to recognise the larval foodplants.
Goldenrod is a plant associated with our Morecambe bay limestone grassland. Though
living in this area near the Lancs/Cumbria Border it took me some years to recognise this
plant. It’s well worth the effort as there are at least six species which depend on it for their
larval food plant. In Cumbria it’s locally common on Arnside Knott, Marble Quarry nr
Beetham and north of the river Kent on Whitbarrow, Yew Barrow and most abundant of all
at Latterbarrow, its also not uncommon in the central Lake District woodland glades as this
map shows.

Distribution of Goldenrod in Cumbria Seed heads in early October
( E.Greenwood. Flora of Cumbria)

Its yellow flowers appear in late July and August and have a superficial resemblance to
Ragwort. I have even heard of it being pulled up in error during a ragwort clearing session.
A serious error for such a special plant. By late September the flowers are turning to seed
heads.
Don’t confuse it with the Canadian Goldenrod Solidago canadensis, a common plant in
gardens or as an occasional escape in the wild. As far as I know the larvae of the moths I
mention do not feed on it.

A large Goldenrod
plant in August

A more typical smaller plant in August
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The most iconic moth associated with the plant is the nationally scarce and declining
White-spotted sable moth Anania funebris. If you can find a good stand of the plant in
August make a mental note and next year you will almost certainly find this charming
day-flying moth in late May and June on a sunny day. It is tiny (20mm wingspan) and flies
fast and close to the ground. It’s most difficult to photograph due to its habit of resting on
the underside of foliage but patience may be rewarded.

This year I found the larvae at Latterbarrow in late June by turning over the basal leaves
that show feeding damage. This of course means recognising the plant before it is in
flower, so you need to pay attention to the leaves when you identify a flowering specimen.
It is a perennial so should be found at the same site next year.
Since the plant is widespread in Cumbria it is possible that the moth has been overlooked
in other localities, its very easy to miss but well worth searching for in May if you recognise
a good site for Golden rod when flowering in August. The record from Roudsea is an
example.

Distribution of Anania funebris in Cumbria Anania funebris larva on Goldenrod

Anania funebris.Anania funebris.
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Another nationally rare moth exclusive to Goldenrod is the Bleached Pug. The only regular
site is just outside our area at Gait Barrows.
Despite all the Goldenrod sites the only recent record from the south is from Roudsea in
2006 ( R.Petley Jones) and the first and only record for north Cumbria is from near the
Bowderstone in Borrowdale ( 30.7.09 C.Fletcher).
It must surely be present at as yet undiscovered sites in Cumbria. It is not a moth that

comes to light very readily and I have success by
netting just after dusk around the Golden Rod at
Gait Barrows. The larva can also be found there
by careful searching on the seed heads and
fading flowers in September. The specimen
shown left was successfully reared from a larva.

Apart from Bleached Pug and Anania funebris
four other micros appear specific to the plant, all

of which I have found on Gait Barrows.
These are Eucosma aspidicana a very local
Tortrix moth in the UK.
Two rather undistinguished Plume moths, the
Small Golden Rod Plume, Helinsia osteodactylus
and the Plain Plume Helinsia tephradactyla and
finally Coleophora virgaureae which must be
the one I found perched on a Goldenrod flower
head at Gait Barrows on 8.8.08.

Do keep a lookout for Anania funebris
on transect walks in Cumbria and
casual visits to other sites where
Goldenrod grows. It’s easy to think
that the odd record is not worth
recording but it is, it’s a nationally rare
species and we need to monitor its
status carefully. Record it on transect
walker or send records in to your
appropriate county recorder.

To find the other specific moths I recommend netting after dusk and searching for larvae.

Brian Hancock

Bleached Pug ex larva GaitBarrows

.

Coleophora vigaureaeColeophora virgaureae
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Allithwaite Quarry Walk Summer 2018

I joined a Cumbria Butterfly Conservation field trip on 4th August, my first such opportunity
to explore the area (I travelled there for the day fromManchester). Our group was led by
Martin Chadwick who initially showed us around the Allithwaite Quarry area, highlighting
the excellent work that is being done there to significantly improve the habitat for

butterflies and other wildlife. In warm sunny
conditions we saw an excellent range of
butterflies. Good numbers of Gatekeepers,
Meadow Browns, a few Common Blues and
numerous Silver Y Moths were in the grassy
areas and we also noted a few Speckled
Woods, Large, Small and Green-veined Whites
and a single Wall Brown. On 2 large buddleias
we had excellent views of 2 Graylings, a Small
Tortoiseshell and 2 Commas; a Red Admiral
was also there but more elusive. Nearby, in a
recently restored area, we were shown the egg

cases of Northern Brown Argus , and we added Painted Lady and Small Copper to the list.
We then moved on to nearby Old Park Wood and Capes Head. Within seconds of arriving
we were watching 2 Purple Hairstreaks resting in the car park oak trees. A short walk from
there along the estuary produced more Wall Browns (5 or 6), Common Blues and Small
Coppers. In the varied habitat - woodlands and associated marshy and grassland areas - we
found good numbers of some of the
species already seen (including
numerous Common Blues and
Gatekeepers) and added singles of
Brimstone and Peacock to the
afternoon’s total.
The walk was highly enjoyable and
informative, combining good company,
perfect weather, and for me personally
an excellent introduction to this rich
and scenically attractive area.

Declan Savage

Allithwaite Quarry

Common Blue
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What’s happening out West?

Two major things to report. Firstly our dear
little Small Blues Cupido minimus fight for
their lives still. The problem is they lay their
eggs on Kidney Vetch which thrives on low
nutrient soils which prevent rapid growth
of more aggressive vegetation which
out-grow it meaning it eventually
disappears and with it the Small Blues. In
West Cumbria the best places are
brownfield habitat but such sites are under
almost constant development pressure to
provide businesses, employment and
housing. Our relationship with the local council is I must say a very workable one which has
improved over the years. We in BC Cumbria must accept that there are other vital life
priorities and they accept that wildlife is important as stated in the Local Plan and in the
National Planning Policy Framework. What we try to achieve therefore is a win/win
situation which can allow both development and wildlife to thrive.

In some situations we can agree mitigation plans or agree that within a development
there is habitat left for wildlife but there are exceptions which are ‘red lines’ to us. Such
‘red lines’ are when a vital ‘core’ colony is threatened as has happened several times
already to the extent there are only three left and all of those are struggling to survive.
Another ‘red line’ is when an ancient or well established wildlife connectivity corridor is
under threat. Such corridors can be found in the open countryside such as roads, railways,
coastal strips, hedgerows etc.

But, another most important connectivity route can be in urban areas where because
of the very nature of being ‘urban’, green spaces are not frequent. In Workington we have
exactly that scenario ongoing at present. A private planning application is in place to build
a fast food outlet and other commercial buildings on an ex railway route which has been a
vital urban wildlife connectivity route not just for decades but for over a century. That
corridor has already been severed in one place, so to more seriously sever it in another
place is horrendous for wildlife. Connectivity is vital between breeding sites to maintain
genetic diversity for ongoing survival of a species.

Mitigation has already been suggested but that is impractical in this instance, firstly
because of the brittle structure of the substrates (ex railway track) and secondly because
whilst you can collect and translocate individual insects/animals you can not translocate a
whole corridor/connectivity route especially one which has been used for over a century.
The case continues.

The second thing to report is more positive. Cumbria Wildlife Trust are heading up a
Pollinator Project which stretches from Sellafield in the south then right around the Solway
strip to Carlisle, down to Penrith. It also will cross the county by the A66 verges from
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Workington through Keswick to Penrith. The idea is to provide Pollination areas or plots
along all those routes and thus make them into major connectivity corridors for pollinating
species such as bees, butterflies and hoverflies. We in BC Cumbria were asked to be
involved and I serve on the Steering Group as do our friends in the Workington Nature
Partnership. Many sites have been identified and they include a lot of Small Blue habitat.
The present position is that a Heritage Lottery bid has been sent in and we await the result
though we are quietly confident of success – watch this space.

Overall the Small Blues had a good
flight and breeding season particularly
at Maryport where thanks to great
work by Stuart Medland the Maryport
colonies were thoroughly surveyed to
great effect. Equally thanks go to
Richard Pratt and Robert Parks for
similar survey work in Workington and
the Whitehaven area. Between the
three of them we now have a much
greater understanding of the status of
this butterfly in West Cumbria. In
addition to them I must again give
thanks to all the help and support with

habitat management given by the Workington Nature Partnership volunteers rounded up
each time by Raegan Blacker. To her, Midge, Hugh, Mike, Kath and others – well done, we
can’t do without you.

Steve Doyle

Leaving a Lasting Legacy....…
Have you ever considered leaving a gift to Butterfly Conservation in your Will? An
increasing number of members and friends are choosing to support Butterfly Conservation
in this way. All gifts whether large or small make crucial and lasting difference to the
conservation of butterflies and moths and their habitats: together they account for over
one third of our voluntary income, contributing significantly to the success of our
conservation work. For more information about leaving a gift to Butterfly Conservation and
sharing your love of butterflies and moths for future generations please contact Amanda
Brazington on 01929 406048 or abrazington@butterfly-conservation.org.
On a related matter several members have very kindly made donations direct to David
Eastlick our branch treasurer towards our own Cumbria Branch funds. Over recent years
income has risen with membership however newsletter, conservation, tools and training
expenses have outstripped income: your kind donations to ‘Cumbria butterfly
Conservation’ have never been more welcome!
Chris Winnick

Larva on kidney vetch

mailto:abrazington@butterfly-conservation.org
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Butterfly Walk to Smardalegill Viaduct August 12th 2018

Heavy rain at breakfast, thunder at tea-time. The morning was humid and still, with
raindrops lingering on vegetation. There was time to appreciate different aspects of
Smardale Gill National Nature Reserve as we walked the dismantled railway track. Vistas
opened up toward Scandal Beck and Smardale Packhorse Bridge and the sun grew brighter.
There are diverse flowers and with the sun came butterflies. We had a range of species,

with good sightings of Scotch Argus and
Painted Ladies.
Overwintering in North Africa, the Painted
Lady can cross the Sahara Desert, the
mountains of North Africa and the
Mediterranean, in a single generation. En
route for Britain, they fly low. And high on
their return, reaching an altitude of 3,000
feet. An awesome migration.
Painted Ladies showed well at Smardale.
Knapweed and Scabious were the nectaring
plants for most species we saw: Small
Copper, Peacock, Tortoiseshell, Small Heath,

Green-veined White and Hummingbird Hawkmoths. And numbers of Scotch Argus.
Scotch Argus: Erebia Aethiops its latin name evokes the rich dark colour of the upper-wings.
A large and thriving population of Scotch Argus at Smardale is dependent on Blue Moor
grass which flowers late April on limestone grassland grazed only in winter. In Scotland, the
Scotch Argus favours the taller purple moor grass of acid moorland. Once we reached the
zone of Blue Moor grass we began to find them. Chris Winnick showed us their core
habitat where Scotch Argus breed in profusion. Our best sightings occurred on the stretch
of dismantled railway overlooking Smardale packhorse bridge, past the double limekiln and
as we reached Smardalegill viaduct. Scotch Argus is a Smardale special found only here
and at Arnside Knott and high on our
list of target-species.
Flowers of the embankment rose in
drifts of Devil’s Bit Scabious and
Field Scabious, of Knapweed, with
Melancholy Thistle, Harebell, Great
Burnet, Rosebay Willowherb and
Greater Willowherb. Abundant Rose
hips, berries of Guelder Rose and
seed- heads of Angelica and
Hogweed. At first glance Valerian
looked browned-off and ragged but
its parachute seed dispersal
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mechanisms are intricate and beautiful. Bloody Cranesbill, another speciality of Smardale,
had gone to seed and from each scarlet calyx emerged a long black cranesbill- the
seed-capsule for which the plant is named.
There are Yellow Rattle seed-heads and flowers of Eyebright, hemi-parasitic plants which
tap into grasses, seeking their nutrients, sapping their vigour and so increasing the
diversity of the Smardale flora.
An abundance of seeds on embankment and hedgerow attracted flocks of Linnet and
Goldfinch. WillowWarbler were audible with contact calls as they prepare to migrate.
Swallows wove above our track all day. A twittering Hawthorn stopped us in our tracks.
With perfect timing, rain held off until the drive home. Thanks to Chris Winnick for a
rewarding and informative trip and a butterfly focus on Smardale.

Jan Wiltshire

ED. NOTE. We thank Jan Wiltshire for this article. Jan is author of the excellent books
‘Scout Scar’ and ‘Cumbrian Contrasts’ and wrote this article following an Arnside NHSOC.
field trip. Cumbria BC ran their own equally successful trip there on 9.8.18 and are
repeating this on 13.8.19 as part of our 2019 programme.......a great site!

Counting for Science

Monitoring the British butterfly population has never been so important. Climate change,
agricultural practices and mankind’s general trashing of the natural environment are
having a profound effect on insect populations. Butterflies, by being both diurnal and
attractive, have long been favoured as an object of study by amateur naturalists wishing to
learn more about life cycles, behaviour and their population changes.
About fifty years ago Ernie Pollard and his colleagues developed a scientifically rigorous
protocol for transect walking and since 1976 this core method has been used to give

invaluable long-term trends for many of our
butterfly species. However it is rather labour
intensive and requires real commitment to
maintain weekly counts in sunny weather
throughout the season. There is a bias to
favourable locations and more generalist,
wide-ranging species such as the whites and
vanessids are poorly served. Other more
user-friendly surveys have been added to data
sources, the most important being the Wider
Countryside Butterfly Survey (WCBS). This tries to
monitor all species in randomly selected 1-km

squares of the UK. A minimum of two walks per season in suitable weather over a fixed
route during the peak flying time is all that is required. This protocol is an
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example of “citizen science” that enables people to gather raw data for professional
scientists to analyse and the results disseminated amongst fellow scientists and decision
makers. The internet and digital photography have facilitated this trend and so many
nature conservation projects now have input from amateur naturalists. Thousands of us
enjoy doing the RSPB bird count and the Big Butterfly Count. Such national, highly
publicised events provide a snapshot of a population and have the subsidiary function
(some might say the main aim) of increasing the membership and public profile of the
organisation. I want to see more Cumbrian butterflies being monitored on a regular basis.
Last summer our eighteen WCBS volunteers walked 26 of our allocated 1-km squares. We
counted 1753 butterflies of 20 species. We ranged from urban areas such as Vickerstown
on Walney to the top of northern fells like Branstree. Green-veined Whites topped the list
with 481 recorded, with Wall
Browns amazingly coming in at
147. Surprisingly there was
only one Comma and one
Gatekeeper seen. Seventeen
species of day-flying moths and
four dragonfly species were
also logged. Some squares had
lots of butterflies, others not
so many. One square had
none! But who cares if you
have had a gentle stroll in the
sunshine needing nothing
more than a watch, pencil and paper. I need more butterfly counters this summer so
please contact me if you can help. I will advise on routes and making contact with
landowners if this is necessary. Some of the squares have already been walked and
transects mapped but others need a little more planning. Due to the random generation
of the 1-km squares sometimes it is difficult to match a volunteer with an available and
convenient area. But please don’t let that dissuade you from recording butterflies. Casual
records can be so easily entered on our Sightings page of the Cumbria BC website. Data is
especially useful if a full species list is given and time taken and weather conditions noted
in the Comments field. When recording away from Cumbria use iRecord to submit data.
There are links to both iRecord and all national recording schemes on the main BC website.
All our Sightings page data and WCBS data finds its way to the Cumbria Biodiversity
Recording Centre at Tullie House and after verification thence to the national butterfly
monitoring scheme. So please send in your records. It is so easy to do these days. And if
any of you can take on a local WCBS patch for me that would be even better.

Martin Chadwick (WCBS co-ordinator for Cumbria)
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Munching Caterpillars – Butterfly Conservation’s flagship education project

The Munching Caterpillars Project was launched in 2012 and ran until the end of 2015.
Covering Dorset and Somerset, the Heritage Lottery funded Project was a fantastic
opportunity for Butterfly Conservation to stretch its wings in the field of environmental
education. Three years on from the project’s close, Senior Education officer Kate Merry
gives an update on what has happened to Munching Caterpillars since, and what the future
might hold.

Munching Caterpillars was a fantastic
project to work on – fun, varied, often
frantically busy, demanding but very,
very satisfying. The immediate months
following the project’s close felt very
quiet by comparison as I sat, desk
bound, completing the end of project
review and report for the Heritage
Lottery Fund.
I felt proud of the finished report and it
was good to reflect on all that the
project had achieved; 233 primary
school workshops delivered, 99

community events, 16 training workshops – 14,000 children reached in total. The feedback
from those taking part in the project gave us confidence that the simple, engaging
activities and workshops we devised had certainly enabled us to meet our main aim of
enthusing young people in the fascinating world of butterflies, moths and their caterpillars
– and importantly, of inspiring them to take action to help them.
Fast forward to 2018 and there are new Munching Caterpillars projects underway. The first
to get started put an urban spin on the original project. ‘Munching Caterpillars Goes to
Town’ was delivered in Bristol by Project Officer Matt Brierley. Working on behalf of the
Somerset and Bristol Branch, who have part-funded and instigated the project, Matt has
been visiting schools in the most urban parts of
the city where his work to connect children with
nature has had a huge impact. Part of Matt’s
workshops with the children involve planting
nectar and food plants in the school grounds and
for many of them it is their first experience of
holding a trowel and digging the soil. Not
surprising then, that their reactions to coming
face to face with a hairy Garden Tiger caterpillar
are of extreme excitement! This project has
benefited from a fantastic partnership with the
University of West England (UWE). Student volunteers have worked with Matt in the
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classrooms and out at events, and in return for their help have enjoyed their time with us
and gained some useful experience.
While the project came to a close at the end of 2018, the work continues albeit on a
smaller scale thanks to the local Branch who are funding an environmental education
contractor to continue delivering sessions in schools with the help of a new intake of UWE
students.

Over in Hampshire, Project Officer Kate Barrett is in to her
second year of Munching Caterpillars – Wild in Winchester.
This project shifts the focus away from the classroom and
instead aims to encourage schools fromWinchester and
beyond to visit our reserve at Magdalen Hill Down. We are
thinking of it as a giant, outdoor classroom! Kate uses this
wonderful natural resource as a living illustration of many
elements of the national curriculum. An important part of
Kate’s work is to establish a partnership with the Winchester
Science Centre, which sits right on the edge of the reserve.
Kate has trained staff to use the reserve as an opportunity to
cover more ecological topics with the hundreds of thousands
of school children that visit each year.
Our third project, Munching Caterpillars Scotland, is off to a
flying start. Thanks to further HLF funding, the two year
project will be delivered across Scotland’s Central Belt with
Polly Philpot based at our Stirling Office. Polly has adjusted

our resources for use in Scotland and has brought our workshop content in line with the
Curriculum for Excellence. She is already out visiting schools, planning their spring and
summer workshops and activities. At the time of writing, we have just begun our fourth
project, The Butterfly Effect, in Gloucestershire. Busy times ahead!
The great challenge has been funding these projects. We have had fantastic support from
our Branches but fundraising to cover the full costs of these projects has been tough. We
will continue to work hard to ensure that our
Munching Caterpillars campaign marches
steadily on, and we have some new projects in
the pipeline that we hope to be able to share
soon. We will keep striving to ensure that there
is a new generation of butterfly and moth
enthusiasts and that we continue to offer
opportunities for them to become captivated
by these beautiful insects – just as we have.

Kate Merry
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‘Get Cumbria Buzzing’ …….
……. The Cumbria Coast Pollinator Project.

This is a Project which in mid May 2018
was promoted for funding by Heritage
lottery Fund (HLF) and Highways England.
It is fronted by Cumbria Wildlife Trust
and developed by Cumbria Local Nature
Partnership (CLNP) and will be delivered
by Cumbria Wildlife Trust along with
partners Butterfly Conservation Cumbria,
the Workington Nature Partnership and
others. We are included in the Steering
Group so will have input into this most
important Project at each step of the way.
I see this as a very significant Project which could if delivered successfully, enhance our
own efforts in West Cumbria where our main focus is to conserve the Small Blue butterfly
and the special habitat areas where it can thrive. True, the ‘Get Cumbria Buzzing’ Project is
not primarily for Small Blue butterflies or any other butterfly species but we in Butterfly
Conservation are not insular in that respect. When we manage, create or restore habitat
we are admittedly doing it for our target species but at the same time we are working to
benefit other wildlife species as well whether it be insects of various types, wildflowers,
small mammals or birds. That is the case whether we are working on coastal habitat or say,
woodland habitat.
SO WHAT’S IT ALL ABOUT?
CLNP are already working on targeting 25 sites along the coastline between Sellafield in
the south right around the Cumbria coastline moving north, along the Solway Plain and
around and in Carlisle, ending just south of the city itself. In addition the ‘Highways’ part of
the Project will focus on the A595 from Sellafield to Workington/Maryport and also along
the A66 inland to Keswick and beyond as far as Penrith. Areas of those road corridors to be
managed for wildflowers along the verges will be in addition to the 25 (at least) coastal
sites.
Our Small Blue butterfly colonies are limited to an area between Whitehaven, Workington
and Maryport but by providing additional wildflower areas in each direction north and
south plus sites in between that can only encourage Small Blues and other species to
self-colonise suitable additional areas. Remember of course that the Project is aimed at
increasing the numbers of other pollinating insects such as bees, hoverflies and others.
In her presentation at the first meeting of the Steering Group in June the ‘Get Cumbria
Buzzing’ Development Manager, Tanya St Pierre said more than 75% of our wild pollinators
are in decline and no fewer than 35 species are facing extinction mostly as a result of
habitat loss and fragmentation. A sobering thought indeed and one with which we in
Butterfly Conservation can certainly empathise with, especially use of the word
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‘fragmentation.’ We have been ‘banging the drum’ for some time now about the need for
wildlife connectivity corridors not only to maintain species numbers but also and most
importantly to allow movement of wildlife to breed and maintain genetic diversity.
WHAT ELSE IS PLANNED?
The Project will work closely with partners such as ourselves and also involve local
communities along the way. The latter is so vital as beyond the timescale of the Project (3
years) the work done needs to be sustainable so that those local communities can
continue to connect wildflower rich areas along key pollinator corridors.
Highways England are very much ‘on board’ and want the road network to work
harmoniously with its surroundings not only to provide access from A to B but also to bring
to life the roadside verges now and for future generations. That will involve changes to the
cutting of verges whilst road safety will still be a top priority as it should be.

TIMESCALES.
The Development Phase i.e. what will be done
where and how, ran up to November 2018 then
the remaining part of this 3 year Project will be
the Delivery Phase which is when what is
planned, is actually done provided the Project
funding is given the go-ahead and that hopefully
will be before you read this newsletter. 25 sites
will be targeted at first for management and
those will be prime sites and at least another 25
sites will be targeted for enhancement i.e. put

into better condition. These are initial plans at this early stage but clearly reviewed in a
common-sense way as matters progress.
Consent from landowners is vital and it is also essential to focus on habitat which is not or
is unlikely to be developed for other reasons or re-developed in the case of brownfield
sites. As far as Small Blue sites are concerned we have already obtained those Consents as
all are on Local or County Council owned land but where those Councils are unable
financially to divert money to themselves.
CONCLUSION.
This will be a very challenging Project not only to develop but also to deliver. Cumbria
Wildlife Trust by their own admission are not strong in West Cumbria but this Project
shows that they fully appreciate the importance of the wildlife habitat in that area – as
indeed we in Butterfly Conservation do.
Working in partnership with other wildlife and like-minded groups is a great way forward
and we in Butterfly Conservation along with our friends in the Workington Nature
partnership look forward to playing our part in seeing this new and exciting Project
succeed.

Steve Doyle
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A Close encounter with the Speckled Wood

Inspired by last summer’s butterfly trek through Howe Ridding Wood Nature Reserve with
Chris Winnick. Experiencing the power and the beauty of the Silver Washed Fritillary in
flight, inspired me to go in search of the impressive Speckled Wood Butterfly (Pararge
aegeria); this is a butterfly I very much admire.

I spotted the Speckled Wood from our cottage garden in Grizedale Forest just two
weeks after Howe Ridding Wood on 28th August, very much at home in mature deciduous
woodland. I was unable on this occasion to take an image of the butterfly. On 10th October
I got close enough to take an image at Hipping Hall garden (Kirkby Lonsdale), one of the
gardens I am developing. The Speckled Wood was positioned on a dead Laurel leaf still

attached to the hedge. By coincidence, a week later I
sighted another Speckled Wood just metres away from the
previous weeks sighting, was it the same butterfly? The
aspect of the Laurel hedge is fairly cool and shaded, most
likely favoured conditions for the Speckled Wood.

Things kept up a pace just over a week later on 18th
October at home in Grizedale Forest. A bridleway runs up
the side of the cottage garden, I spotted a Speckled Wood
settled on an old metal drain at the side of the bridleway. As
a very cautious and gentle challenge I placed my hand near
to the butterfly. Taken with some awkwardness from my

free hand, I managed to take some images of this wonderful experience of the butterfly
settled upon my hand. This lasted for about a minute, where upon the Speckled Wood
fluttered into the nearby wooded area.

There have been two sightings to date at the time of writing this on 22nd July 2018,
both from the cottage garden in Grizedale. On 17th June a Speckled Wood took flight into
a Sorbus aucuparia tree in the meadow, the aspect of the Sorbus tree is in close proximity
to the dry stone wall next to the garden. The next sighting was on 14th July, on the far side
of the road in the bramble hedge running beside the beck.
From the perspective of a professional Head Gardener/ Plantsman, among many other
butterfly species, I am interested in studying the Speckled Wood in relation to its
associated flora and habitats. Grizedale currently appears to be a conducive habitat in
which to continue this project.

Kevin Line
Head Gardener/Plantsman, South Cumbria, Ryebeck Hotel, Bowness On Windermere
( developing a wild garden)/ Hipping Hall, Kirkby Lonsdale.
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Shared Heritage Lottery Fund 'Duke of Burgundy Stepping Stone' project
in Morecambe Bay

Cumbria Branch of Butterfly Conservation are very excited to announce that we will
be offering work in 2019 to several contractors to study the Duke of Burgundy butterfly
in Morecambe Bay. The contractors will work as part of a £10,000 Shared Heritage

Lottery Fund project run by Butterfly Conservation
from Head Office. The Branch are overseeing this,
and we are hoping that the short contracts we are
offering will act as stepping stones for qualified
students or young people to get into conservation.
We recognise that it can be quite hard to break
into the world of conservation, and this project will
support this transition for a new generation of
ecologists.

The main contractor will work around 2 days a
week, for 4 months, to complete a comprehensive
survey across all known sites for butterflies, eggs,

and larvae. In addition they will be encouraging volunteers to survey primrose and cowslip
in the wider landscape for potential colonisation projects in the future. We hope to hold
some guided walks in the early summer to look at the progress of the project, which will
be advertised on the branch website. The contractor will produce a final report which we
hope will provide a snapshot of how the butterfly is doing this year.
2019 will be particularly interesting to survey
the Duke of Burgundy butterfly following a
mixed year last year, with hot sunny weather
providing the butterfly with great opportunity
to expand its range, but the food plants often
struggling to survive and many larvae perishing
on shrivelled up plants.

Another small contract will be run to complete
a specific research project into the butterfly,
which will be directed by the branch;
this is specifically for ex-students. Two other
small contracts will be for scrub management
to increase breeding area, and another one for
wider and extended butterfly survey work
around a known site.

All-in-all we hope that this project will provide the double benefit of encouraging more
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people to get into conservation, and helping us to secure
this rare and threated butterfly in Morecambe Bay for many
years to come.

Martin Wain

Scotch Argus Action Group Re-Incarnated

One reason why so many travel north to see Cumbria’s butterflies is to see the Scotch
Argus. This butterfly is relatively common in parts of Scotland but it’s only natural homes
south of the border are at Smardale Gill [CWT] and at Arnside Knott [NT]. The population
at Smardale is doing very well and in 2017/18 was the subject of an outstanding Master’s
study by Lancaster University student Lucy Gunson. [We are delighted Lucy will be giving
us a report on her findings at our OPEN DAY on Saturday 8th June.] However, the
population at Arnside Knott has suffered decline over recent years and in 2018 had its
worst showing on record.
With exciting new research from Lancaster and York Universities and concern about the

population at Arnside, the ‘SA Action Group’...
having last met 4 years ago.....re-convened
recently to look at the current situation. It was
noted that the habitat at Arnside was less suitable
than in the past and that this could be improved
by current changes in grazing management. The
NT who owns the site is fully supportive and will
continue to monitor the site and review
management. It was also noted that climatic and
atmospheric changes may also be involved and as
such it is a problem that may not be solved.

SA has been released ‘un-officially’ at sites in North Yorkshire where sufficient Blue Moor
Grass has allowed the caterpillars to form reasonable colonies. More recently another such
release on Kendal Fell has supported a population of 20-30 adults....seen during the course
of one visit.
Such unauthorised releases usually do not survive long term, however this raises several
questions.....Can we do more on existing sites?......What are the prospects on Arnside
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Knott?.......Should we look at other suitable sites for
carefully planned and approved release? A small task
force of members has been set up to look at these
issues and will report back to us in a later issue.

Chris Winnick

‘The Lapsed Lepidopterist - from past to present’

My pre-lapsed days were way back from the late ‘60s to the mid ‘80s (19.. in case
you’re wondering!) and I have recently had reason to re-visit them. A gentleman writing a
lengthy tome on ‘The Butterflies and Moths of Leicestershire and Rutland’, somehow
tracked me down and asked if I still had any records in existence. Apparently my brother
and I were two of very few recorders in those counties (our home patch) back then and
therefore quite important in the historical overview. Flatterer! Actually, I suspect my
brother’s findings of new localities for Black Hairstreak, Chequered Skipper and Duke of B
was what he was really after.

Anyway after a day or two in the loft I located a slightly musty smelling box, packed
with notebooks, files and reams of handwritten nature records featuring mainly Butterfly
and Moth sightings and captures (yes, it was allowed in those days!). This was a well
travelled box - lofts in Leicestershire, London & now Cumbria had kept it’s secrets hidden,
undisturbed for years. But now as I skimmed through the folders, memories came flooding
back….as well as raised eyebrows at some possible mis-identifications: several Large

Thorns recorded in Barrow upon
Soar in 1967 I see! Possible I
suppose…but I was only ten and
we were working with limited
reference material when we
started out (soon to be updated
to ‘South’s, which were… a little
better!). Happily however, most
of the identifications are more
reliable, backed up by cabinet
specimens.

The reason for subjecting you
to my lepidopteral nostalgia is

twofold: firstly to prove that there was a time before I became lapsed, as life, the big city
and work took over, when Nature was an integral part of my every day – a part I only
re-discovered on my move to Cumbria. Secondly I thought it might be interesting (and fun)

Dubwath Silver Meadows
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to compare some records, especially as 2018 was likened to 1976 for it’s drought inducing
weather – though unlike Quorn, no stand-pipes were required for water in Braithwaite!

So: last year my top specimen catch was 496 recorded at Dubwath Silver Meadows on
2nd July; most species recorded in one
night was 74 at the private garden at the
other end of Braithwaite where last year I
recorded the first Cloaked Carpet for the
county ( This year two more Cloaked
Carpets at that same location, so last
year’s individual may not have been a lost
loner but possibly a member of a little
colony – I shall be inspecting
stitchworts/chickweed for youngsters this
year).

In 1976, in a rural Leicestershire garden I managed to count (approximately!) 2,407
moths attracted to the light on 8th July, including 759 Heart & Dart and 750 Common
Wainscot – both of which I rarely record even in double figures up here; there were 10
consecutive nights on which well over 1000 were recorded…..I had the time – it was my
gap year and it was too hot to do anything else! The highest species count was 87 in our
village garden on 3rd July.

Now this is more an exercise in cataloguer’s fun and is of course completely unscientific!
Local ecology, geography and environment, night temperature (last year’s hot days were
often followed by colder nights), etc, etc, mean that any realistic comparison is…well, at
the very least flawed! However we all know of the real scientific research pointing to the
drastically falling numbers of moths and butterflies (and most other non-human life! )and I
doubt very much whether I would ever manage to record those numbers again, or indeed
have the patience, but I shall be asking my new author friend how today’s numbers

compare down in my native
county and when he has crunched
those numbers and got his team at
Leicester Museum to process all
my old records (poor devils!), I’ll
let you know.

Back to last year in my adopted
county. My garden in Braithwaite
keeps throwing up surprises:
Beautiful Snout, Clouded Magpie,
Barred Hook-tip, Slender Pug,

Shoulder-striped Wainscot, a very early Spruce Carpet (19th Feb), a rather late Light
Emerald (23rd Oct) and 203 Brindled Pugs (7th May) – almost rivalling the old days with that
number! But quantity isn’t everything – on 12th July, one Triple-spotted Pug (confirmed by
Brian Hancock, whose ability with the scalpel was called upon) gave me a first for Vice

Triple-spotted pug
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County 70, in my little un-reconstructed mess of a garden. Records now for both ends of
the village!

The second and third Triple-spotted Pugs for VC70 turned up in my trap at the Great
Wood Event on 27 July, organised by MT, along with several Netted Carpet (a Red Data
Book and our target species) and Barred Carpet (Nationally Scarce A), which was a new
moth for me. It wasn’t the best of nights, with rain moving in and out fairly constantly, but
it was a new location with those exciting finds and it’s always fun to run several traps out
in a wood somewhere….especially if someone else is prepared to stay out all night to keep
a check on generators and equipment – cheers Martin!

My regular locations are still offering new findings, though the rate is slowing down a
bit naturally. A Barred Umber and 2 Heath Rustic were added to the Dubwath list and
Blackwood Farm yielded Lemke’s Gold Spot, Large Ear (confirmed by MD’s scalpel), and

Plain Wave – all down on the moss
and with the help of my new
generator. Yes, at last I can free
myself from the mains! Well, when
I say ‘new’, I mean
‘quite-old-but-hardly-used’ and a
bargain from a local electrician. So,
with the new moth year already
under way ( 9 of 5 species last
night – 15th Feb) who knows where
my genie and I might try this
year…and let’s see if I can get up to

the four-figures of the good old days!
You know I hardly feel ‘Lapsed’ at all anymore!
PS. No micros were harmed (or recorded!) in any of the above…sorry.

Peter Macqueen

An Anniversary Look At The History Of Butterfly Conservation Through Its
Magazine.. Part III

I could meet my intention of compressing the next 18 years of Magazine history into the
limited space I have available for this article....but I have enjoyed this personal ramble
through BC’s national Magazine too much to cut it short! There is more to follow in the
autumn but for now we pick up the story with issue 74 in Spring/Summer 2000.
With 30 out of 38 pages in colour, including 5 pages of adverts [and 4 inserts] this issue
looks commercial, professional and is full of stunning photographs. Feature articles include
‘Monitoring Butterfly Populations’ by Tom Brereton and ‘Where to watch Butterflies in
Ireland’ by David Nash but I especially enjoyed David Dunbar’s ‘A brief History of Butterfly
Books’. There was also a brief report that revealed 240 attended a successful Members
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Day and AGM held at the Three Counties Showground in Malvern. With BC Head Office still
at Dedham and David Bridges as Chief Executive the Magazine now has an estimated
readership of 17,000......and a membership approaching 8,000. Issue 75 lists Sir David
Attenborough as President, 18 Vice –presidents, Officers including David Hanson
[Treasurer], Dr John Barkham [Conservation Chairman], Roy Neeve [Projects Chairman],
David Redhead [Branch Liaison] and Dr Jim Asher [Recorder], 11 Council members and staff

including Dr Martin Warren [Head of
Conservation]. More moth articles feature,
notably ‘The Garden Tiger’ by BC Vice President
Miriam Rothschild and ‘The Black-banded moth’
by BC Moth Officer David Green. It also lists the
newly established North West [Cumbria]
Branch’!
The winter 2001 issue was something of a
milestone.....announcing the closure of the
Dedham Office with the loss of Deborah Scullion
as Office Manager and the expansion of Manor
Yard with new appointments including Julie
Williams as Finance and Administration Officer.
‘Manor Yard provides over 4,000sq ft of new

and refurbished office space with scope for expansion.....the offices are on the Lulworth
Estate from whom we are leasing the buiding. The facilities include a library and
conference room.’
The ‘Millenium Atlas of Butterflies in Britain and Ireland’ was previewed by project
co-ordinator Richard Fox....based on the records of 10,000 volunteers ‘It is the most
comprehensive survey of butterflies ever undertaken in Britain and Ireland’. It highlighted
the ‘winners and losers’ and showed that ‘the distribution of almost all our butterflies has
changed substantially ......some changes have been gradual but others have occurred more
rapidly, especially during the last fifty years. Some species have spread, some have
fluctuated, but most have declined and five have become extinct’. This issue also contained
7 inserts [including a 6 page ‘Annual
Reveiw’] and with the exception of
adverts was the first to be ‘all colour.’
Sam Ellis was appointed as BC’s first
Regional Development Officer.....here in
Northern England..... and also in issue
78 Kerry Milligan [CWT] reports on
conservation work carried out by the
CWT for Large Heath at Foulshaw and
for Scotch Argus at Smardale. No. 79
had a distinct and very welcome urban
theme with interesting reports on Tower Hamlets Cemetery
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‘Brownfield Sites’, ‘Urban Deserts?’ ‘Industry to Wildlife’ and ‘Wildlife in a Tower Hamlets
Cemetery’ and No. 81 reported on the FC’s clearance on Farrer’s Allotment with Sarah
Bradley establishing a very good ‘fritillary rich’ transect. Also for our northern readership
the long running series on ‘Where to Watch Butterflies’ visited the North Yorkshire Moors

with its Pearl-bordered Fritillary and
Duke of Burgundy butterflies.
The Winter 2003 issue reported on the
4th International Symposium held at
Lancaster University, ‘Are Common
Moths in Trouble?’ and Robin Page’s
‘Great British Butterfly Safari’.....an
interesting and provocative mix of
butterflies, politics and the
countryside.
The first substantive change in the
Magazine came in spring 2003 with a

name change to ‘Butterfly’....much more catchy than ‘Butterfly Conservation News’. The
quality of articles remained high....but the up-beat editorial failed to note the magazine
had fewer pages on a thinner stock of paper. Now full colour on every page...including
adverts...it was designed to catch the eye and appeal to a wider readership. [At the time I
remember feeling that the Magazine had ‘dumbed down’ but on reflection I suspect this
was soon noticed and rectified.] This issue also included an interview with BC’s new CEO Dr
Martin Warren.
By issue 85 the layout had morphed back into something more akin to earlier issues with a
clearer and less ‘jazzy’ appearance. There were also interesting articles on the ‘hand over’
from Stephen Jeffcoate’s five year chairmanship to incoming chair Dudley Cheeseman and
on how GM crops threaten butterflies and wildlife. Articles that caught my eye in the next
two issues included the decline of violets on HB fritillary sites in Devon, the expansion and
status of BC’s reserves, the decline of the
Duke in Morecambe Bay, a grazing
experiment on Warton Crag and the life of
the Scotch Argus.
‘Butterfly’ magazine reflects conservation
nationwide and it is true that I have
selected several references to the North of
England and to the North West in particular:
however BC has always recognised that the
Morecambe Bay Limestones are a special
place and home to many of the UK’s very
special butterflies.........to be continued!

Chris Winnick

North York Moors
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Butterfly Identification & Recording Training Day Sun 28th July

Monitoring populations of our butterfly and moth populations is becoming increasingly
important and the Branch would like more counters confident in using the standard

scientifically validated methods. Not only do
we have our rare specialist habitat species to
take care of but also those of the wider
countryside. The Cumbria Branch has secured
funding to run a transect training day when
volunteers can learn the methodology of
transect recording relevant to both the
standard Pollard walks and the Wider
Countryside Butterfly Survey. At the indoor
classroom session at Levens Village Institute
we will cover the identification of butterflies
and day-flying moths of the North West of
England, how to plan your transect walk and
how to enter the results on-line. Then we will
travel the short distance to White Scar to
practice our newly acquired skills. The course
will be led by Chris Winnick and Martin
Chadwick.
We have booked the Institute from 10am on
Sunday 28th July and we will head to White

Scar at about 1.30pm. The course is free and booking is essential. Please contact Chris at
chriswinnick@tiscali.co.uk

Martin Chadwick

Keeping email-addresses Up to Date

Have you changed your email address in recent years?
Is the email address that you registered with Butterfly Conservation on joining the
organisation up to date? If not, you may be missing out on a growing range of branch
information communicated to members by email.

An example of this is Dotmailer. This is a new secure email system operated by the branch.
We have access to the secure central membership email database held by the Membership
Section at BC Head Office. This database will contain the email address that you registered
when originally joining Butterfly Conservation. It is important that you keep it up to date.

mailto:chriswinnick@tiscali.co.uk
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If you have received branch Dotmailer emails successfully in recent times then all is well.
However, if you are not receiving Dotmailer emails from the Branch you should check with
the membership section at Butterfly Conservation Head Office that your registered email
address is up to date: membership@butterfly-conservation.org

That will enable the branch to keep you in the loop.
Thank you.

Tom Dunbar

From the editor….

Welcome to our first electronic newsletter and many thanks to all who contributed articles
and also to those who opted to take the newsletter by email. I was surprised and touched
to discover how many members value and share the newsletter…you can still share it
digitally!
Any suggestions for what you would like to see in the newsletter gratefully received, plus
of course keep those articles coming!

Karen Mclellan

mailto:membership@butterfly-conservation.org
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mailto:chriswinnick@tiscali.co.uk
mailto:jennifer.rae68@btinternet.co
mailto:dwainwright@butterfly-conservation.org
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Here are some moths which can be seen in Cumbria over the next three months, some day
fliers or just at nighttime

Alder Kitten

Alucita hexadactyla

Forester
Moth

Buff Arches

Netted
pug

Oak
Beauty

Scalloped Hazel Pine Beauty
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